Skills to Develop

- Discuss the correlation between the electronic structure of a coordination complex and its magnetic properties

Experimental evidence of magnetic measurements supports the theory of high- and low-spin complexes. Remember that molecules such as O_2 that contain unpaired electrons are paramagnetic. Paramagnetic substances are attracted to magnetic fields. Many transition metal complexes have unpaired electrons and hence are paramagnetic. Molecules such as N_2 and ions such as Na^+ and [Fe(CN)_6]^{4-} that contain no unpaired electrons are diamagnetic. Diamagnetic substances have a slight tendency to be repelled by magnetic fields.

When an electron in an atom or ion is unpaired, the magnetic moment due to its spin makes the entire atom or ion paramagnetic. The size of the magnetic moment of a system containing unpaired electrons is related directly to the number of such electrons: the greater the number of unpaired electrons, the larger the magnetic moment. Magnetic susceptibility measures the force experienced by a substance in a magnetic field. When we compare the weight of a sample to the weight measured in a magnetic field (Figure \(\PageIndex{1}\)), paramagnetic samples that are attracted to the magnet will appear heavier because of the force exerted by the magnetic field. We can calculate the number of unpaired electrons based on the increase in weight.

![Image](https://example.com/magnetism.png)

\(\PageIndex{1}\): A Gouy balance compares the mass of a sample in the presence of a magnetic field with the mass with the electromagnet turned off to determine the number of unpaired electrons in a sample. Image used with permission (CC BY-SA 3.0; OpenStax).

From this experiment, the measured magnetic moment of low-spin \(d^6\) [Fe(CN)_6]^{4-} ion confirms that iron is diamagnetic, whereas the high-spin \(d^6\) [Fe(H_2O)_6]^{2+} complex has four unpaired electrons with a magnetic moment that confirms this arrangement. Therefore, the observed magnetic moment is used to determine the number of unpaired electrons present.

### Magnetic Properties of Coordination Compounds

An interesting characteristic of transition metals is their ability to form magnets. Metal complexes that have unpaired
electrons are magnetic. Since the last electrons reside in the d orbitals, this magnetism must be due to having unpaired d electrons. Considering only monometallic complexes, unpaired electrons arise because the complex has an odd number of electrons or because electron pairing is destabilized. For example, the Ti(III) ion has one d electron and must be (weakly) paramagnetic, regardless of the geometry or the nature of the ligands. However, the Ti(II) ion with two d-electrons, sometimes forms complexes with two unpaired electrons and sometimes forms complexes with no unpaired electrons.

As an example, Fe prefers to exist as Fe$^{3+}$ and is known to have a coordination number of six. Since the configuration of \( \text{Fe}^{3+} \) has five d electrons, we would expect to see five unpaired spins in complexes with Fe. This is true for [FeF$_6$]$^{3-}$; however, \( \text{[(Fe(CN)$_6$)]}^{3-} \) only has one unpaired electron, making it a weaker magnet. This trend can be explained based on the properties of the ligands. Based on the spectrochemical series, we expect \( \text{CN}^- \) ligands to have a stronger electric field than that of \( \text{F}^- \) ligands, so the energy differences in the d-orbitals should be greater for the cyanide complex.

**Exercise \( \PageIndex{1} \):**

Which ligand is most likely to form a high-spin complexes when bound to transition metals: \( \text{en} \), \( \text{F}^- \), or \( \text{CN}^- \)?

**Answer:**

\( \text{(F}^- \) are more likely to form high spin complexes, since is a weak field splitter on the spectrochemical series.

Tetrahedral complexes have naturally weaker splitting because none of the ligands lie within the plane of the orbitals. As a result, they have either too many or too few d electrons to warrant consideration about high or low spin configurations. Square planar compounds, on the other hand, stem solely from transition metals with eight d electrons. \( \text{[Ni(CN)$_4$]}^{2-} \), \( \text{[Pt(NH$_3$)$_3$Cl]}^+ \), and \( \text{[PtCl$_4$]}^{2-} \) are all diamagnetic. Since this encompasses the full spectrum of ligand strength, we can conclude that square planar compounds are always low spin and therefore are weakly magnetic.

**Example \( \PageIndex{1} \):**

Which one of the following coordination compounds would you expect to be paramagnetic?

a. \( \text{[Zn(NH}_3]_4\text{Cl}_2} \)
b. \(\text{K}[\text{FeCl}_4]\) (low spin, tetrahedral)

c. \(\text{[Cd(H}_2\text{O})_6]\text{SO}_4\) Solution

Let's consider each compound individually. Since each compound has only one complex ion, we only need to consider how the d electrons are distributed in the ligand field of that ion. We can ignore the other parts (the counter ions) of the compound.

a. The zinc ion in \(\text{[Zn(NH}_3)_4]\text{Cl}_2\) has a +2 oxidation state, so it is a d\(^{10}\) ion since the zinc atom loses two 4s electrons and no 3d electrons to form the ion. We do not need to fill ion the electrons in the corresponding tetrahedral d-orbital diagram, since we know they will all be paired up. This is a diamagnetic compound,

b. The iron ion in \(\text{K}[\text{FeCl}_4]\) (low spin, tetrahedral) has a 3+ oxidation state so it is a d\(^5\) ion since the iron atom loses two 4s electrons and one 3d electron. Adding 5 electrons to the tetrahedral d-orbital diagram identifies that one electron will be unpaired. This compound will be paramagnetic (but weakly since only one electron is unpaired).

c. The cadmium ion in \(\text{[Cd(H}_2\text{O})_6]\text{SO}_4\) has a +2 oxidation state, so it is a d\(^{10}\) ion since the cadmium atom loses two 5s electrons and no 4d electrons to form the ion. We do not need to fill ion the electrons in the corresponding octahedral d-orbital diagram, since we know they will all be paired up. This is a diamagnetic compound,

Exercise \(\PageIndex{1}\)

Predict the number of unpaired electrons for each of the following complex ions

a. \(\text{[Fe(CN)}_6]\text{^{4-}}\)

b. \(\text{[Ru(NH}_3)_6]\text{^{3+}}\)

c. \(\text{[Cr(NH}_3)_6]\text{^{2+}}\)

d. \(\text{[EuCl}_6]\text{^{4-}}\)

Answer:

a. \(\text{Fe}^{2+}\) is d\(^6\) ion and has 0 unpaired electron in low spin complexes

b. \(\text{Ru}^{3+}\) is d\(^5\) ion and has 1 unpaired electron in low spin complexes

c. \(\text{Cr}^{2+}\) is d\(^4\) ion and has 4 and 2 unpaired electrons in high spin and low spin complexes, respectively, depending on spin pairing energy.

d. \(\text{Eu}^{2+}\) is f\(^7\) ion and has 7 unpaired electrons in high spin complexes

In bi- and polymetallic complexes, in which the individual centers have an odd number of electrons or electrons are high-spin, the situation is more complicated. If there is interaction between the two (or more) metal centers, the electrons may couple, resulting in a weak magnet, or they may enhance each other. When there is no interaction, the two (or more) individual metal centers behave as if in two separate molecules.

Summary

- Unpaired electrons exist when the complex has an odd number of electrons or because electron pairing is
destabilized.

- The more unpaired electrons, the stronger the magnetic property.
- Tetrahedral complexes have weaker splitting because none of the ligands lie within the plane of the orbitals.
- Square planar compounds are always low-spin and therefore are weakly magnetic.
- In bi- and polymetallic complexes, the electrons may couple through the ligands, resulting in a weak magnet, or they may enhance each other.
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